This booklist is a sample of the types of books available for building background knowledge. All of the following books can be found at your New Orleans Public Library. To find these titles at a library near you, search title and/or author at www.worldcat.org.

Aliki. _Digging up dinosaurs._
Baker, Nick. _Bug zoo._
Brett, Jan. _Goldilocks and the three bears._
Burke, Lisa. _Backyard : fun experiments for budding scientists._
Cobb, Vicki. _I see myself._
Coffelt, Nancy. _Big, bigger, biggest._
Crews, Nina. _Below._
Dillon, Leo. _Mother Goose : numbers on the loose._
Feelings, Muriel L. _Moja means one : Swahili counting book._
Fleming, Denise. _In the small, small pond._
Florian, Douglas. _A pig is big._
Gibbons, Gail. _Alligators and crocodiles._
Greenstein, Elaine. _One little seed._
Henkes, Kevin. _Birds._
Hutchins, H. J. _A second is a hiccup : a child's book of time._
Jenkins, Emily. _Small, medium, large : a book about relative sizes._
Jenkins, Steve. _Actual size._
Katirgis, Jane. _Up and down._
Kosaka, Fumi. _Let's count the raindrops._
Lee, Suzy. _Wave._
McCarthy, Meghan. _Astronaut handbook._
McGehee, Claudia. _A woodland counting book._
Minor, Wendell. _If you were a penguin._
Reynolds, Aaron. _Carnivores._
Ritchie, Scot. _Follow that map! : a first look at mapping skills._
Rockwell, Anne F. _Our stars._
Rotner, Shelley. _Senses in the city._
Sayre, April Pulley. _Trout are made of trees._
Schaefer, Lola M. _What's up, what's down?._
Schwartz, David M. _What in the wild? : mysteries of nature concealed-- and revealed ear-tickling poems._
Seeger, Laura Vaccaro. _First the egg._
Wells, Robert E. _How do you lift a lion?._
Yamamoto, Lani. _Albert._
Young, Ed. _Seven blind mice._
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